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MatthewBarney and the Paradoxof the
Neo-Avant-GardeBlockbuster
by AlexandraKellerand Frazer Ward

Abstract. Analyzing the connections between Matthew Barney's Cremaster series
and a double genealogy-performance art of the 1960s and 1970s and blockbuster
film and museum culture-this essay argues that the series' investmentin the blockbuster serves to spectacularize performance in ways that undermine its historical
relations to protest culture.
Over the last ten years, Matthew Barney has produced the five-part Cremaster
cycle, culminating in Cremaster 3 (2002), a three-hour film shot partly in-and
shown at-the Guggenheim Museum in New York.' Barney'swork, we are told,
somehow metaphorizes "the embryonic processes of sexual differentiation,"2and
of course we are all grateful that we now know that the cremaster is the muscle by
which the testicles are suspended. Barney himself refers to the work as sculpture,3
and althoughhe is consistently regarded not as a filmmakerbut as an artistworking
with film, Cremaster is symptomatic of the blurring of a number of institutional
boundaries in current neo-avant-gardefilm and video practice.4
Our intention here is to investigate Barney'sCremaster cycle (1994-2003) in
relation to a double genealogy: performance art of the 1970s and its documentation and the Hollywood blockbuster.5On one hand, Cremasteropts for a relatively
"marginal"heritage: the work of performance artistsincluding MarinaAbramovic,
Vito Acconci, and Chris Burden, whose ephemeral "pieces"remain only as relics
and documents in the form of film, video, photographs,and artifacts.On the other
hand, Cremaster'slush aesthetic is shot through not just with references to but nostalgia for the film styles of a number of Hollywood moments-including some that
are themselves similarlynostalgic. In addition, its epic runningtimes, monumental
sets, and huge budgets place Cremaster clearly in line with a blockbuster cinema
that starts with Star Wars (George Lucas, 1977) and has reached its apotheosis,
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so far, in Titanic (James Cameron, 1997).6 Deliberately numbered out of order,
(it startswith Cremaster 4, 1992), the cycle offers up the apparent paradoxof the
neo-avant-gardeblockbuster franchise. This paradoxsimultaneouslyinvests in and
negates the institutions the films reference.
Mining the history of performance for monumental ends, Barney'swork largely
strips that historyof its criticalreflections on the mediation of the body (reflections
perhaps born of a relation to the protest culture of the period). Looking to blockbusters as a production model, Barney has adopted and adapted their scale, style,
and costs, but, unlike blockbusters, whose purpose is to generate massive profits,
Cremasteris shown not at a multiplex but at a museum.

The Cremaster Series and/as "Sculpture." Barneysees the successof the

Cremaster project in its creation of "a family of objects."' His reference to his
work as "sculpture"seems straightforwardenough, except that during the last four
decades, at least, the category of sculpture has become unstable; that category has
changed from a relatively discrete, bounded, discursive object, into something
altogether baggier, which is now asked to contain a whole range of practices that
may have little in common, from site-specific and media-based works, to performances, to architecture.
RosalindKraussdefined sculpturein an "expandedfield"in 1979,8 and since then
art historianshave understoodthat a trench cut in the desert-Michael Heizer'sRift
(1969), for instance-might operatein the place of, or in place of, "sculpture"-somewhere between the landscapeand its other.Morepertinentlyfor our discussion,since
the late 1960s, performance art has developed out of and in relation to sculptural
practices-principally minimalism-leading to the destabilizationof sculptureas an
object(bothphysicaland discursive).The dissolutionof sculpturehasbeen enormously
productive of and for performance;so while Barney'sclaim to his films' generative
effects relies rhetoricallyon the instabilityof sculptureas a category,to claimperformance-and film-as sculptural,and to see them as "afamilyof objects,"as Barney
does, mightbe curiouslyretrograde.Barney'sclaimto the sculpturalstatusof his films
is not consistent with a by-now familiarpostmodern hybridity(e.g., Tony Oursler,
Stan Douglas, Douglas Gordon,and Isaac Julien);instead, it subsumes Cremaster's
hybridityin a hierarchyof sculptureover film, high over low.
Earlier,we mentioned performance that developed in relation to minimalist
sculpture:minimalism'ssimple, recognizable geometric forms-in Robert Morris's
version, for example, artlessly if well made of affectless materials (gray painted
plywood)-outran both traditionaland modernist notions of the relationsbetween
viewers and sculptural objects. (A cinematic analog would be Peter Kubelka'sArnulfRainer [1959].) Objects stripped of internalcompositional relationshipswhose
intrinsicvisual interest was quicklyexhausted left viewers to negotiate the relations
between themselves, these objects, and their shared, immediate physical contexts.
Viewers, so the rhetoric goes, were to become more reflexivelyawareof themselves
as terms in the aesthetic equation.9
Minimalism,that is, issued a call to understandthe experience of artas public,in
the sense thatviewers were to discoverthe meaningof the object in their interaction
4
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with its context, and to understandthe experience of art as embodied and therefore
temporal, because this interactionwas dependent on viewers' physicallygrounded
awarenessof themselves in a space. Even if this now seems a counterintuitiveeffect
for what might be seen as somewhat inert and passive objects, in the mid-1960s,
with overblown modernist hymns to the purity and specificity of aesthetic experience ringingloud, manyartistsfound this call compelling. Still, as Anne Wagnerhas
observed, minimalist sculpture automaticallyadministered its "dose of perceptual
stimuli, come what may,"regardless of differences among viewers, or of contexts
broader than the white cube.'o It was left for broadly postminimal (e.g., Acconci,
Burden, Bruce Nauman)and feministartists(e.g., LyndaBenglis,JoanJonas,Martha
Rosler, Carolee Schneemann) to specify and mediate the bodies in question.

Performance Artand the Spectacle of the Body. Onesuchpostminimal
artist,

Acconci,has expressedhis relationto minimalismin straightforwardly
Oedipalterms,
much as Barney does in Cremaster3 in relation to Richard Serra,who, in the role
of Hiram Abiff, throws vaseline against the retainingwall of the ramp of the Guggenheim, instead of molten lead against the wall of Leo Castelli'swarehouse. For
Acconci, minimalismwas "the father art,"and for him to find his own voice in the
face of this work that meant so much to him, he had to find and overcome the flaw
in its nature. The flawwas that it "appearedas if it was there, forever-where did it
come from? So, okay,could I go to the source?"The source was the body. Acconci
credits Serra with helping him recognize this: in Serra's"prop"pieces of the late
1960s, the work of the artist'sbody was implicit, "because, obviously,if something
is propped, someone propped it.""1
Acconci would introduce his own body into a minimalistspace in his notorious
Seedbed of 1972 (aspects of which he reiterated in the video work Undertone,also
1972). Under a ramped floor formallyresonantwith a range of minimalistwedges,
Acconci masturbatedfor sixhours a day,two days a week, respondingverballyas well
as physicallyto the soundsmade by "viewers"abovehim. Acconci'sbody,but especially
his voice, brought male, autoeroticfantasyinto the public space of negotiationwith
context, but the activationof this fantasyrequiredthe witting or unwittingcollaboration of gallery-goers.It is importantthat Acconci'sbody,the supposed ground of this
experience, remainedhidden fromview. Granted,the collaborationSeedbedinvoked
was to some extent forced, but it is a far cry from the spectacularizationof private
fantasyin cinematic idioms that require only one'spassive attention.
Burden is another artist whose transition into performance was mediated by
minimalism;like Acconci's,Burden'sperformancework can be seen to be both enabled by and criticalof minimalism.Immediately before his earliest performances,
Burden made recognizablyminimalsculpturesand a series of interactiveworks,like
slightly peculiar gym equipment.12 In Burden's account, "The only problem with
this body of works was that the apparatuswas often mistaken for traditionalobject
sculpture. ... I realized I could dispose of the apparatusand simply have the actual
physical activityas the sculpture."l3
Burdenacquireda reputationforworksof considerablephysicalintensity(which
makeshim an importantprecursorto Barney)-notably with Shoot (1971), in which
CinemaJournal 45, No. 2, Winter 2006
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Burden arrangedto be shot in the arm-but more of his performances required a
different kind of endurance as Burden'sbody took on the passivity and inertia of
minimalist sculpture. Burden'sperformance career was driven, in part, by a canny
reflection on a reputation that not many artists have to deal with.
Back to You (1974) explicitly addressed Burden'smedia avatar.In response to
tabloidpublicitythat suggested "he'scoming to New York,he'sgoing to do something,
and this time he'sgoing to DO IT TO THE AUDIENCE,"14 Burden did a piece that
required a volunteer from the audience to stick push-pins into Burden'sbody;this
can be seen as a way of deflating his own myth. Thus, Burden'swork provides one
model for thinking about the relation between a practice and its media mythification. It is particularlyrelevanthere because, while Burden, like Barney,refersto his
work as sculpture, his work also problematizes the status of the body as a sculptural
element. This was fundamentallythe issue in Bed Piece (1972), a performance in
which Burdenlayon a bed in a galleryfor twenty-twodays,havingleft no instructions
to the staff, who had to work out his needs on their own. Burden'sgloss on this is
telling, in terms of the relations between performance and its objects: "Iwanted to
force [the director of the space] to deal with me by presenting myself as an object.
But I'm not an object, so there'd be this moraldilemma."'5The dilemma of the body
served to mutuallydestabilize Burden'sperformance and sculpture;one can clearly
view Burden'sworking through of the uncertain status of the body, posited against
the media myth of "ChrisBurden"(and the myth of the artist more generally), as
a commentary on conditions in the culture industry.
The mythof the artistas Proteancreativeforce is certainlypresent-some might
say overbearinglyso-in Barney'swork. (In Cremaster3, we see his Entered Apprentice supplantSerra'sHiramAbiff as the artistat the top, literally,of the Chrysler
building.) However,while there are lugubriouslycomical elements to its expression,
Barney'swork offers no comparable institutionalcommentary or critique.
Cremaster'sgenealogy in endurance works has a dual articulation:in performance art, enduranceis often explicitlyconnected to physicality;in avant-gardefilm
practice,the durationis often purelytemporal.That is, for Burden or for Abramovic,
endurance works can be physicallygrueling. Yet it was hardly a physical hardship
for the Empire State Building to be filmed for eight hours in Andy Warhol'sEmpire
(480m, 1964), or even difficult for John Giorno to nap for more than five hours in
Sleep (1963).16In such cases, the physical endurance is transferredin a less arduous form to the spectator,who may be able to come and go from a Warholfilm but
is expected to sit through three hours plus of Michael Snow'sLa Region Centrale
(1971) or ChantalAkerman'sJeanneDielman,23 Quai du Commerce,1080 Bruxelles
(1973) and like it.
Each Cremaster is longer than the one released before it, but, although Cremaster 3 offers up avant-gardeduration (3 hours and 2 minutes), it spectacularizes the endurance of avant-gardeperformance, as, true to its other set of roots in
blockbuster movies, the tasks Barney performed-a Die Hard-like stunt with an
elevator shaft, climbing the curved interior of the Guggenheim, killing a leopard
woman, and scalinga skyscraper-have much more in common with fantasy,action,
and adventure movies. If Warhol'sFactory was a commentary on the Hollywood
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studio system, and his "superstars"were live commentaries on Hollywood stars,"
it is less easy to read Barney as engaged in a loving critique. Rather,one has to see
Barney'sembrace as something more like an amorous half nelson.
Barney'searlierwork more clearlysuggests a relation to historicalperformance
art, but the Cremaster films have divorced themselves from any emphasis on an
initial moment of "real"performance, so that both presence and any interrogation
of the status of the body dependent upon problematizingthat have become wholly
absorbed in a hermetic system of representation. By contrast, among Barney'santecedents, Burden'swork provides one of the more thorough analyses we have of
the dispersalof performance, and of sculpture, in time. In Sculpturein ThreeParts
(1974), Burden,playingthe role of a sculpture,constantlyattendedby photographers
waiting to catch the inevitable moment, sat on a chair atop a pedestal for forty-three
hours, until he fell off. He was then photographed,a chalkoutline was drawnaround
his body, in which Burden wrote Forever, and a small sign describing how long he
sat there was placed on the pedestal.
Burden was very aware of the presence of performance; he has spoken of his
primary audience as the people who were in attendance, even if they were only
passersbyor his assistants.At the same time, he well understood that the majority
of viewers belonged in his secondaryaudience, the people who would subsequently
experience his work in the form of its documentation.'8
In Sculpture in Three Parts, we "see,"in the photographs, the body demonstrating its inability to be an object and, as a consequence, the markers of (and
stylized reflection upon) its absence. This is how Sculpturein Three Parts persists
through time, which is integral to its structure. Thirty years later, we experience
the documentation, which makes much of the fact that this event once happened
in a specific set of circumstances.
Much performanceart of the 1960s and 1970s, incorporatinginto its production
the form of its distribution,set up such a tension between presence and absence,
between an event and its dispersalthrough time, the effect of which was to invite us
to considerthe relationsbetween the body and the waysin which it is mediated.This
mediationdepended to some extenton the claimto realnessof the initialperformance
(even if, as Acconci has said, the "real"of performanceis "forperformance'ssake"l9).
Again,by contrast,this more subtle statusof the body is replacedin the Cremasterseriesby somethingmore akinto the iconic statusof the movie star'sonscreenbody-that
is, absorbedinto a mythologizingsystem of representation.Indeed, returningto the
spectacularactionsof the Cremasterseries (otherinstallmentsdepict motorcycleraces
and stunts that include a slow-motionleap off a bridge into icy water), performance
here is not so much what the body does and how it is mediated but what the body
can do so that it can be (pleasingly)mediatized.

documentaCremaster,Guggenheim, Relics, and Readymades. Performance
tion functioned as proof, even if its reliabilityshould not be taken for granted. The
ephemeral characterof performancein the 1960s and 1970s (such that it required
proof),can be tied to the questionposed by artistsduringthatperiod of whether there
needed to be any object at all for there to be an artwork(a question with obvious and
CinemaJournal 45, No. 2, Winter 2006
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profoundimplicationsfor sculpture,althoughone almost alwaysalreadyworkedout
in film, since the presence of the film typicallymarksthe absence of that of which it
is a trace). This question, in turn, is bound to a broadercritique of the commodification of art. For instance, the commodities that were generated by performanceart
black-and-whitephotographs,
tended-if not exclusively?to be very straightforward,
single-channelvideotapes, or other somewhat abjectleftovers.Thinkof the pieces of
glass that Burden crawled over in Throughthe Night Softly (1973) or the nails hammered through his hands into the roof of a VW bug in Trans-Fixed(1974). "Relics,"
Burden called them, which maintaintheir status as evidence but that are not to be
seen as valuablein and of themselves. Still,historianscontinueto debate the relations
between performance and its objects, and the value of those objects.20
Barney'sinsistence that the function of his films is "to generate sculpture"
provides an interesting turn on this set of conditions.2' Such a function would,
obviously,evacuate the historical critique by making the films into workshops for
the production of expensive commodity goods. The objects are animated by the
films, so, although they are not, technically,props and sets, they nonetheless function as traces, analogs for the relics of performance art. We usually see such relics
in small vitrines, but perhaps the Cremaster films provide the contemporaryform
of the reliquary.What does this make of the museum in which the reliquaryfilm is
presented? (It is worth recallingthat Frank Lloyd Wright'sintention in presenting
the curved surfaces of the Guggenheim at ground level, without any steps for the
museum-goer to mount, was to obviate the templelike qualityof museums like the
Metropolitanjust up Fifth Avenue, thereby bringing the viewer from the status of
pilgrimto that of patron.)As much prop as set, the building in Cremaster3 becomes
at once relic and reliquaryfor itself.
Consider another, more historicallyproximateinstance of video, performance,
and relic: Janine Antoni's Loving Care, last performed in 1995, the year Barney
released Cremaster 1 (the Busby Berkeley/football field/Goodyear blimp/grapespitting shoe Cremaster) and the year after Cremaster 4 (the Isle of Man/tapdancing satyr/women made up to look like men made up as women Cremaster).
In Loving Care, Antoni, referring every bit as much to such feminist antecedents
as Shigeko Kubota and Mierle Laderman Ukeles as Barney does to Burden et al.,
mops the gallery floor with her hair, leaving abstract expressionist-like traces as
she goes through this very arduous performance. These "brushstrokes"are the
trace of the performance;however,among these relics, which remained in a corner
of the gallery after the performance, were something else: bottles and bottles of
used hair dye, plastic application gloves, and a bucket.
Nails, pieces of glass, hair dye . . in spite of their havingbeen corralledinto
the service of performance, these everyday objects have, even as relics, another
name: the readymade. The radical nature of Marcel Duchamp'sintervention was
to take similar humble commodities out of their context of use and put them into
the museum, without obviatingtheir potential utility. Likewise, Burden'snails and
Antoni'shair dye might still serve their purpose, but they are radicallyrecontextualized by being useful almost against their own use: nails in hands, hair dye as high
art paint. But alwaysstill, they are nails and hair dye.
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In an anti-Duchampian gesture, Barney'sprops, and thus his relics, are no
longer everyday items; they are custom-made-there is nothing remotely humble
about these commodities. Even Barney'sversion of the everydayobject has had its
use-value stripped awayby the attention he puts on two things: luxury(which is to
say the utter and ostentatious waste of surplus capital) and the ebullient addition
of something to the object that literallystops it in its tracks.Two particularlyeffective (which is to say ineffective) prop-relicswill do as examples:the pink spare tire
from Cremaster 4, which cannot turn because there is a scrotal attachment, and
the stiletto heels from Cremaster1, which cannot be used for walkingbecause one
of them has a spout where dancing grapes come out.
The ready-madehas certainobviousmaterialaffinitieswith cinema,particularlyits
mass-producedand reproducedproperties.As Duchamp suggestedin 1961, "Another
aspectof the 'Readymade'is its lackof uniqueness.... The replicaof the 'Readymade'
deliveringthe same message, in fact nearly every one of the 'Readymades'existing
today is not an originalin the conventional sense."22Ninety years after the bicycle
wheel, Barney'srelic-propshave done an end run around Duchamp. By replacing
"real"objectswith expensivelycustom-made,unique, or short-seriesversions,whose
redesign makes them impossibleto use, Barneyhas reinvestedcinema with a Benjaminianaurafar more literallythan did the Hollywood star system.23
Barney'suse of the relic has assumed an even more abstract meta-level. At
present, the cheapest and easiest way to get a trace of Cremasteris to buy the DVD
of The Order, which is a version of the last half-hourof Cremaster3 (the Cremaster
that in its evocation of giants, race horses, tartans,secret societies, sadistic dentistry,
monumental architecture, and classic cars manages to evoke Lord of the Rings
[PeterJackson,2001], Seabiscuit[GaryRoss, 2003], Braveheart[Mel Gibson, 1995],
Highlander [Russell Mulcahey,1986], MarathonMan [JohnSchlesinger,1976], The
Fountainhead [King Vidor, 1949], and Tucker:The Man and His Dream [Francis
Ford Coppola, 1988] all at once). Rather than considering The Order an excerpt of
Barney'slast film, it is more like a relic of the entire five-partseries.
Luxury Bomb. Barney'selaborate and expensive productions can hardlybe seen
to participate in the critique of the commodity but rather in its celebration. And
here is where the other half of Cremaster'sgenealogy becomes more apparent. As
much as they may claim to take from minimalist sculpture and performance art,
Barney'sfilms owe as much to-because they arejust as much-blockbuster films.
This is the other system Cremaster simultaneously thwarts and fulfills. In Titanic
(1997), James Cameron produced what entertainment market analysts call "the
holy grail"that appeals to all quadrantsof any potential audience.24 But in producing the most expensive and most profitable film of all time, whose audience, both
lay and expert, attended as much to the film's numbers as to its story, Cameron
also produced a portraitof pure capital.25Barney has done the same in Cremaster.
But if Cameron could not afford to bomb at the box office, Barney could-and by
Hollywood standardshas. Cremaster3, rumored to have cost almost $8 million to
make, has grossed about $515,000.26 In the context of the art world, though, this is
an enormous success.
CinemaJournal 45, No. 2, Winter 2006
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That the budget for Cremaster3 is a rumor is itself telling. The BarbaraGladstone Gallery, which represents Barney and produced the Cremaster films, has
declined to discuss the films' budgets. This puts an interesting tension into play.
Cremaster'saesthetic is inextricablybound up in expenditureand luxury.And,while
it is rare that a Hollywood studio is accurate in assessing a film'sbudget, to refuse
to give a number at all is rarerstill, because to do so is also to give up the hoped-for
bragging if the film becomes a blockbuster.On one hand, staying mum about the
budget plays into the myth that art, while relying on market forces to circulate, is
priceless and above such concerns. JacksonPollock might have used $50 worth of
materials to make a painting, but that has no bearing on its market value. On the
other hand, Barney seems to suggest that outlay is an integral part of the aesthetics
and meaning of his films, in much the way that the thrillof an action movie is not just
the car chases and explosions but the massive capital expended to create them.
Unlike most avant-gardefilms, Barney'sare not distributed for or to the public.27
Instead they are sold as limited editions of ten, as part-if certainly the central
part-of a vitrine/sculpturethat includes an elaborate case for special silk-screened
and signed DVDs. The price of these editions is not public, but it represents onetenth of the budget of the film.28There is something hysterical about the idea of
such a rarefiedblockbuster.Given that the word cremasterrefers to the raisingand
lowering of balls, we might ask whether Barney has produced in his five Cremaster
films a kind of testicular hysteria that might form its own subgenre.
Hard Body Redux. This potential hysteria is borne out in the relentless reconfigurationof Barney'sbody into guises other than that of a normativeheterosexual
male; however, the nonnormativeis, over the course of the series, recuperatedinto
something familiar from the action films of the 1980s. In Cremaster 4, Barney is
not altogether human, although he is dapperlydressed in a cream-coloredsuit and
two-tone wing tips. In Cremaster 5, one of his three roles is as a diva, who if not
female is certainly not a conventionallyheterosexual male either. In Cremaster2,
Barney'sGaryGilmore is heterosexual,but this is qualifiedfor two reasons:first,he
is doomed to execution, and second, his paternity is in question (Gilmore'sgrandfather may have been Harry Houdini, played here by Norman Mailer,whose own
writing is deeply preoccupied with American masculinity).
Barney does not appear in Cremaster1, but in Cremaster3 (the last he made,
but, as the series chronologygoes, in medias res), Barneyreturnsto (somethinglike)
the version of masculinity that Susan Jeffords clearly articulated as a Reagan-era
model: the Hard Body.29This action-herobody, defined centrallyby Bruce Willisin
the Die Hard series (John McTiernan,1988, 1995; Renny Harlan, 1990), Mel Gibson in the Lethal Weapon series (RichardDonner, 1987, 1989, 1992, 1998), Arnold
Schwarzeneggerin the Terminator(JamesCameron, 1984, 1991;JonathanMostow,
2003), and SylvesterStallone in the Rambo series (Ted Kotcheff, 1982; George Pan
Cosmatos, 1985; Peter MacDonald, 1988), is significantlydefined by whatthe white,
heteromasculine heroic body can endure. This endurance-a for-profit,spectacularized (and utterly unaware) version of that found in Burden et al.'swork-lasts
through any narrativein which the various protagonistsare not only bloodied and
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afterhavingrestoredpatriarchy,
bruisedat the end of the filmbut alsotriumphant,
U.S. capitalisthegemony:the statusquo.The expectationis builtfromfilmto film
that this sufferingand enduranceare embeddedin, and even foundationalto the
actionmovies
andof the blockbuster
cinematicmasculinity
definitionof Reagan-era
thatwerethe markof the age-the one in whichBarneygrewup.
If Barneyis overtabouthis debt to performanceartin interviews,his debt to
actionfilmsis expressedinthe mise-en-scene(footballfields,skyscrapers,
motorcycle
races)and in the waythat actionfor his maleprotagonistsis aboutthe repeated
enduranceof proceduresthattaxthe body:tappingendlesslyin circleson a pier
(Cremaster4), forcinghimselfthroughlong, tight,tunnel-likespaces(Cremaster
2), orplungingoff a bridgein chainsandtraversingthe threesidesof a proscenium
a rope(Cremaster
5). In Cremaster3, he specificallyrecrestageby hand-climbing
ates1980sblockbuster
actionfilmtropes-most obviouslyin thewayhismovements
of the ChryslerBuildingecho thosein Die Hard.Even
throughthe infrastructure
the waythat Barney'sEnteredApprenticeis givenoutsizeddentalfixturesmade
of the remainsof crashedcarsrendershimpartmachine,likethe Terminator.
The
Serradoes
EnteredApprentice/Barney's
driveto supersedeHiramAbiff/Richard
not preciselycorrespondto the vanquishingof Germanterrorists,Sovietmilitary
torturers,SouthAfricandrugdealers,or new andimprovedcyborgmodels,30but
the Oedipaltrajectory,
whichinvolvesthe reassertionof a spectacular,
capital-driven
stillobtains.
heteronormative
masculinity,
Cremaster,the Franchise. Is it possibleto makea politically
progressive,
formally
thatit might
Cremastersuggests,withsomereservations,
blockbuster?
experimental
be. Byeschewingthe laststepof theblockbusterformula-in whichit makestonsof
providedaninstitutional
critiqueof
moneyattheboxoffice-Barneyhasstructurally
culture.Exceptthat,of course,he hasn't.JustasBatmanandTheMatrix
blockbuster
exist as muchto sell themed HappyMeals,actionfigures,Halloweencostumes,
andHeinekenas to entertainat the multiplex,so the Cremasterfranchise-and it
is a franchise-existsat some level to producethe objectsnecessaryto the films'
bars
articulation:
Cremaster
highheels,honeycombs,andcaber-tossing
motorcycles,
thatareexhibitedandsold.The modelforthisbehavioris twofold:the LosAngeles
CountyMuseumof Art'sKingTutexhibitand StarWars,both from1977.31That
StarWars,withits familiarmythological
originalsemantic
syntaxbutits apparently
are
as
muchexoticized
names
and
of
characters-whose
appearances
organization
as sciencefictionized-mightbe a culturaltemplatefor Barney'sCremasterseries
is apt.Bothforcespaceandtimeframesup againsteach otherby mixinghistorical
modes,andCremastergoes StarWarsone betteron the postmodernpastichescale
by mixingmythandhistoricalpersonages,some of them playingthemselves.Star
Warsis a longtime agoin a galaxyfar,faraway.Cremasteris once upona time in
a galleryfar,faruptown.

ProtestCultureto "FreeSpeech Zones":ImagesWashingover Us. Oneof
the reasonsthatthe performanceartof the 1960sand1970sremainsinterestingto
younger artistsand to scholarsis its perceived resonance with the protest culture of
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the period(evenif-or evenbecause-the actualorimmediateeffectivenessof that
Hereone mightthinkof YokoOno'sCutPiece,first
culturehasbeen mythologized).
performedin 1964,inwhichshesaton a stagein herbestclothes.Audiencemembers
then mountedthe stageandused a pairof scissorsto cut awayat her clothing.Cut
Piecemaybe seen as a workthatlinksOno'sidentityas a womanwithheridentity
as Japanese,in the wakeof the atombombandduringthe VietnamWar.32
Even more apposite to Barney'sfilms is Carolee Schneemann'sMeatJoy
andJack
(1964),whichblendedelementsof BusbyBerkeley-stylechoreography
Snows(1967)-in
Smith-typespontaneityin a feminist"eroticrite."Schneemann's
workbecauseit wasscavengedfromdepartment-store
tellingcontrastwithBarney's
trash-had performers
workingagainstprojectedimagesof theVietnamWar,aswell
as a borrowedfeedbacksystemset up so thataudiencemembers'reactionsaffected
the performers'cues.33Burden'sShoot,his small-scaleinvestigationof the ability
of
of gunviolenceto holdan audiencerapt,hasto be seen againstthe background
of the warinVietnam.InRhythm5 (1974),set in Belgrade,Marina
representations
Abramoviclay downin the centerof a five-pointedstarfilledwithwood shavings
andthen set fireto thatsymbolof Tito'sYugoslavia.
asis sometimes
PaulSharits's
T,O,U,C,H,I,N,G(1968)canbe readahistorically,
the temptationwitha structuralmaterialistfilm(if it'saboutstructureandmaterial,
andthe structureand materialare innate,then whyworryabouthistory?).But as
with Shoot,the Vietnamcontextexpandsthe fieldof meaningof the repetitionof
the worddestroy,the cuttingof a man'stonguewith scissors,and the violenceof
the flickereffect,whichexceedsthe retinal.
SuchresonancesandclaimsareentirelyabsentfromBarney's
work,whichhas
neitherthe ephemeralcharacternor the accompanying
mobilityof performance.
Despite the hermeticismof Barney'sfabulousimagery-and the claimsfor some
of
undifferentiated
stateof purepregenderedcreativepotentiality-the trajectory
the filmsis a familiarone: in the quest for masculineidentity,there are obstacles
to be overcome,whichrequirescomingto termswith a seriesof role modelsand
fatherfigures,so that an Oedipal,generational,symbolicordermaybe restored.
Cremaster,whose very name and refusalof cardinalordersuggestsa resistance
andto the heteronormativity
thatcomeswithit in
to stablesexualdifferentiation,
popularculture,inevitablynot only embracesthe symbolicorderbut, as in The
Order,the relic/fragmentthat concludesthe six-hour-plusepic, runsscreaming
towardit, shouting,"Saveme frommyself!"
a muchmoresustained,successful,andcost-effective
Interestingly,
investigation
intoidentity,sexualdifference,andthe relationshipof these thingsto the codesof
popular culture is to be found in Mandy Morrison's41/2-minuteDesperado, a video

workmadethe sameyearas Cremaster5 (in whichUrsulaAndress[asthe Queen
of Chain]keepsJacobinpigeonsandmakesoutwithHarryHoudini[playedbyNormanMailer])andTitanic.In Desperado,Morrison,drawingon the coincidenceof
her lastnamewithJohnWayne'srealname(MarionMorrison),performsa variety
of iconictraditionalandcontemporary
cowboymaneuvers(drawinga pistol,riding
a mechanicalbull,effectingthe familiarWayneswagger),allwhilewearinga two-
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dimensional photo cutout mask of Wayne and a prosthetic set of genitals that are
shaped like a penis and testicles but are in fact an extremely distended vulva.
Given that we are served-and as a nation swallow-pictures, moving and
otherwise, of the president landing on an aircraftcarrier to announce the end of
major hostilities, this is the wrong time to let images wash over us, as critics have
suggested was the upside to not understandingthe complex symbolism in Cremaster.34 Ratherthan reading Cremaster,we are encouraged to consume it as high-end
eye candy, whose symbolic system is available to us but hardly necessary to our
pleasure: meaning, that is, is no longer a necessary component to artproduction or
reception. Left to its own devices-and it is all devices-Cremaster places us in a
frameworkof mutually assured consumption, consuming us as we consume it.
Now, of course, Matthew Barney should not make work other than his own;
we would wish this freedom on artists everywhere, and neither can we criticize
Barney'swork for not being art or film of a particularkind. However, arthappens in
contexts. The Cremastercycle situates itself in relationto sources that are not easily
reconciled;in spectacularizingperformance,it lends itself to descriptionin mythical
terms, the "let images wash over us" school of criticism. Devoid of any self-generated call to the spectator to be attentive to the meaning of these images-or to the
institutionalstructuresin which they are produced, distributed,and received-they
congeal into spectacle in Guy Debord's sense: "The spectacle is capital to such a
degree of accumulationthat it becomes an image."35
An early version of this article was delivered as a talk at the Guggenheim on
the eve of the inevitable second Gulf War.Outside, antiwarprotesters were being
corralledin "free-speechzones." If Barney'swork is one of the important-because
it is high profile-sites in which the legacy of the performance art of the 1960s and
1970s is currently being worked out, then it may be perfectly symptomatic for a
contemporarymoment in which how we imagine the status and effect of protest is
an open and pressing question.
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